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PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT LEGAL DISCLAIMER ON LAST PAGE 

Telecom Overview:  
Seeking Stable Ground in a Swamp 

 
When will the pain for telecom stocks finally end? The problem with the question is the premise upon 
which it is based. The pain for telecom stocks is actually unique to each company. While there’s no 
doubting that the entire industry is suffering through a terrible depression, with a continuing rash of 
bankruptcies and more than half a million jobs lost in the past two years, there are pockets of stability, 
if not quite strength (but beware, those pockets are far and few between). 
 
First, a few places that are not stable: 
 
Optical is just one awful, terrible market. Whether we’re talking about the long-haul and metro service 
providers that sell optical services, (Level 3 (LVLT:Nasdaq) -- there aren’t that many publicly traded 
anymore), or the equipment vendors (Sycamore (SCMR:Nasdaq) and Corvis (CORV:Nasdaq)) or the 
component suppliers (New Focus (NUFO:Nasdaq) and JDS Uniphase (JDSU:Nasdaq)), this is just 
one ugly marketplace.  
 
The weak economy and the supply glut have teamed to sap pretty much any potential for revenue 
growth from the service providers. And with those same service providers having zero access to the 
capital markets, they’re looking to save every penny they can, which means there’s no way they can 
spend billions of dollars on optical transport systems as they used to.  
 
Wouldn’t it be nice if you had an optical connection all the way to your house that would enable 
infinitely faster connections, eventually even two-way holographic imaging so you can hang out with 
your niece even if she’s a thousand miles a way? Keep dreaming. No one’s gonna fund such a 
venture this decade, but we can hope that the RBOCs eventually decide this move makes sense.  
 
Long-haul in particular is just a disaster. Forget about investing here for now. Metro, while not good, at 
least isn’t a complete black hole like long-haul. Both Ciena (CIEN:Nasdaq) and Tellabs 
(TLAB:Nasdaq) have recognized this fact and have made moves to shore up their product lines with 
new metro-type offerings through their acquisitions of ONI Systems (OSIS:Nasdaq) and Ocular 
Networks, respectively. The ILECs are the only carriers spending any money at all. Each ILEC has at 
least a couple of metro networks running hot, with too little capacity. So they’ll be spending moolah to 
add capacity to those networks over the next few months.   
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But all those start-up carriers that used to freely spend all that excess capital from the capital markets 
to build out extra metro networks will never again come near the levels of yesteryear, despite their 
moves to recapitalize and eliminate the debt on their books. XO Communications, Yipes and others can 
do all they want to restructure, but they’re just not going to be major factors in the teleconomy anytime 
soon. In fact, just yesterday, Ciena told investors that this quarter’s sales, when combined with newly 
acquired ONI’s, would be down significantly from Ciena’s stand-alone sales last quarter. 
 
Next Drop, I Mean Stop: Wireless 
Wireless, as I wrote extensively in the April 24 issue, is simply a disaster. Like their wireline 
counterparts, wireless operators are way overburdened with debt and too much competition. There’s no 
need for five or six major national carriers, and until the long-awaited winnowing process gets under 
way, the carriers will feel nothing but pain. There are only two safe plays in the wireless world, and 
neither one is publicly traded. Verizon’s (VZ:NYSE) joint venture with Vodafone (VOD:NYSE ADR), 
Verizon Wireless, is the best-positioned technologically as well as in the marketplace. Cingular, the joint 
venture between SBC (SBC:NYSE) and BellSouth (BLS:NYSE), is the second best play, though a 
technology shift from TDMA to GSM will hurt the company in the near term.   
 
Last week we finally saw the beginning of the end of Sprint PCS (PCS:NYSE), as the company warned 
of markedly lower growth than just about anyone besides yours truly had expected. There’s no sense in 
bottom-fishing in that stock, as the pain is far from over. AT&T Wireless (AWE:NYSE) is simply the 
most directionless and confused company in the teleconomy, and Nextel (NXTL:Nasdaq) will be lucky 
to make it through the next 12 months. We’ve simply got to get rid of at least three of these companies 
before we’ll have any stability in wireless.  
 
The smaller plays in the industry such as Rural Cellular (RCCC:Nasdaq) or Alltel (AT:NYSE) are not 
safe either and simply need to be acquired or go away, too. These carriers are now in serious cash-
conservation mode, meaning that even before they go away, they’re not exactly the type of customers 
to bank your fortunes on. There’s just not much trade going on anymore in the wireless teleconomy, 
and that lack of trade will trickle down through the industry over the next few quarters. 
 
Newfangled Technologies 
Back in the heady days of yesteryear, start-up after start-up promised to change the world by 
connecting end-users to the Internet without having to replace the ILECs’ copper connection or cable’s 
cable connection. Teligent and Winstar promised us that fixed wireless would displace the physical 
connection between end-users and the networked world, delivering both voice and high-speed data 
through the air using spectrum once allocated for things like broadcast television. End-users would be 
able to stick a transceiver on the roof of their building that would send and receive signals to another 
transceiver that was connected to the publicly switched telephone network (PSTN), the Internet and 
other networks.  
 
Similarly, companies like Airfiber and Terabeam promised to use a similar setup using fiber-optic  
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sans the fiber. In other words, an optical transceiver capable of nearly infinite transmission speeds would 
send and receive signals through the air. That technology -- which works rather well unless a pigeon 
blocks the signal -- was so compelling at the peak of the bubble that Lucent (LU:NYSE) plowed some 
$450 million for a 30% stake into Terabeam -- before the company had any real customers. (Boy, I bet the 
company wishes it could put that cash back on the books rather than issuing these endless dilutive 
converts to shore up its weak balance sheet.) Anyway, both of those technologies, along with wireless 
3G, optical routing, champagne bubble switching (don’t hear about Agilent’s (A:NYSE) telecom vending 
successes much anymore, do we?) were way overhyped and underdelivered. Now, neither end-users nor 
operators have much patience for experimenting with the latest products, some of which are even rather 
compelling.   
 
With carriers cutting back on capital expenditures even on products necessary to their networks, such as 
digital-loop carriers (DLCs), routers, digital cross-connects, and letting their networks run hotter and 
hotter, do you really think for an instant that they're going to be playing around with these newfangled 
technologies? I didn’t think so.   
 
A Little Sun 
So you want a few bright spots, I suppose. Well, how about international Voice-over IP. When a call 
comes from one country into another, the call has to enter the destination country’s telephone network,  
and the destination country charges a termination fee for this access. Voice-over IP isn’t quite ready for 
prime time in most segments of the networks. But it’s getting closer for the enterprise, while far from prime 
time for local networks. But delivering those calls from one country to another can easily be done over an 
IP backbone, including the Internet. The one company that has this down to a science is, ITXC 
(ITXC:Nasdaq), one of the companies in our portfolio. ITXC continues to grow its business with the major 
telcos around the world.   
 
DLC demand remains rather stable, too. Surviving carriers are finding it necessary to add capacity without 
choice in the digital-loop carrier segment of their business. Also, the ongoing housing boom (bubble?) 
keeps demand for DLCs strong. 
 
Cable services is chugging along here, also. The total number of telephone lines in service is actually 
decreasing in the U.S., but cable lines are holding steady. The growth here is being fueled by new 
applications and services that are being offered to end-users. Cable telephone services, which will 
primarily serve as a second (or teen-ager) line, are beginning to take hold, and indications that video or 
television on demand will really catch traction among consumers are even stronger still. Cable profits will 
be propelled by the ability to instantly pull up previously broadcast programming and then to fast forward 
or rewind as you watch. All of this is hosted remotely at the cable head-end rather than in a box in your 
living room like the TiVo (TIVO:Nasdaq) box, and such a scenario is going to propel cable profits. We can 
expect more consolidation in this business, too.  
 
However, cable companies will slow spending on infrastructure over the next few years as they work to 
generate positive free cash flow by cutting capital expenditures. This is partly because the extensive 
upgrades cablecos have had under way for the past few years are winding down and also because the 
present-day capital crunch means that the cablecos have little choice but to start conserving cash 
wherever they can.  
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Sales of set-top boxes aren’t going to be the growth engine that companies like Motorola (MOT:NYSE) or 
Scientific-Atlanta (SFA:NYSE) want them to be, although the sales won’t collapse as we’ve seen and 
will continue to see happen in so many other segments of the teleconomy.   
 
I’ve written extensively about the fact that there was just too much access to capital in the late 1990s, as 
Wall Street and venture capitalists threw fistfuls of dollars at anything telecom. We’ve now swung to the 
opposite end of the spectrum where no one can tap the capital markets for any cash at all, and with few in 
the industry generating any cash from operations, that leaves very little money lying around to change 
hands. In other words, there’s a major capital crunch going on in this industry, and until capital flows back 
into it, either through some huge uptick in sales (somewhat likely in the next year or so) or through more-
friendly capital markets, we just won’t see any major rebound in the teleconomy. The uptick in sales for 
the survivors will come from both organic growth of demand for communication services and also from 
market-share gains, as the weaker players finally go away. As the Sarge used to say on Hill Street Blues, 
“Let’s be careful out there.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Portfolio Update: 
Tellabs CEO Follows Qwest 

 
So Richard Notebaert bails out of Tellabs (TLAB:Nasdaq) for ne’er-do-well Qwest (Q:NYSE). Great for 
Qwest, not so good for Tellabs.  
 
Although I’ve been critical of Tellabs’ inability to transition to the newer and supposedly better Titan 6500 
from its bread-and-butter Titan 5500, as well as its inability to generate any profits on anything besides 
that bread and butter, there are very few management teams that have navigated the teleconomy as well 
as this one. Tellabs put real cash on the books and maintained a pristine balance sheet and profitable 
operation throughout this downturn. The fact that founder and chairman Michael Birck will step back into 
the CEO role is a positive, but I think there are tough times ahead for the company. Though I won’t be 
selling today at these levels, I’ll likely be looking for an exit for the model portfolio soon.   
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The Telecom Connection Model Portfolio is a model portfolio of telecom industry stocks chosen by Cody Willard. The Model Portfolio will initially be comprised of 
the nine (9) stocks that Cody selected in his columns on TheStreet.com's RealMoney between Aug. 14, 2001 and Dec. 4, 2001. Please be advised that Cody 
does invest in stocks himself, and at any given time may or may not own one or more of the stocks included in the Model Portfolio. Although his personal 
holdings may or may not match the Model Portfolio, the Model Portfolio is intended to give subscribers Cody’s view of what a well-rounded telecom industry 
portfolio would look like. Equal weighting is given to each stock in the Model Portfolio, and Cody will inform subscribers in The Telecom Connection each time a 
stock is added to or removed from the Model Portfolio. Please keep in mind that this is a model portfolio and does not necessarily account for the different risk 
tolerances, investment objectives, and other criteria used by each individual investor when making an investment decision. You are encouraged to conduct your 
own research and due diligence, and to seek the advice of a qualified securities professional, before you make any investment. 

* Prices are as of previous day’s market close ** Aug. 14, 2001 closing price 

Company Name Date Initiated Opened Price Shares Amount Invested Current Price* Value % Gain/Loss 

ITXC (ITXC:Nasdaq)  8/14/2001 $3.10 12,903 $40,000 $5.82 $75,096.77 88% 

Cisco (CSCO:Nasdaq) 9/26/2001 $12.23 3,271 $40,000 $14.71 $48,111.20 20% 
Micromuse 
(MUSE:Nasdaq)  9/26/2001 $6.02 6,645 $40,000 $5.85 $38,870.43 -3% 

Tellabs (TLAB:Nasdaq) 9/26/2001 $10.45 1,914 $20,000 $7.10 $13,588.52 -32% 
Advanced Fibre 
(AFCI:Nasdaq)  10/8/2001 $16.51 2,423 $40,000 $17.48 $42,350.09 6% 
SBC Communications 
(SBC:NYSE)  12/4/2001 $38.30 1,044 $40,000 $32.98 $34,443.86 -14% 

Verizon (VZ:NYSE)  12/4/2001 $47.50 842 $40,000 $42.40 $35,705.26 -11% 
Comcast 
(CMCSK:Nasdaq) 2/13/2002 $33.74 1,186 $40,000 $26.91 $31,902.79 -20% 
Rational Software 
(RATL:Nasdaq) 2/19/2002 $21.06 (950) $20,000 $10.92 $29,629.63 48% 
AOL Time Warner 
(AOL:NYSE)  4/10/2002 $20.70 1,449 $30,000 $17.05 $24,710.14 -18% 

Verizon (VZ:NYSE)  4/10/2002 $43.90 456 $10,000 $42.40 $19,316.63 -3% 
AOL Time Warner 
(AOL:NYSE)  5/1/2002 $19.39 516 $10,000 $17.05 $8,793.19 -12% 
Comcast 
(CMCSK:Nasdaq) 5/1/2002 $29.79 336 $10,000 $26.91 $9,033.23 -10% 
SBC Communications 
(SBC:NYSE)  5/1/2002 $32.65 306 $10,000 $32.98 $10,101.07 1% 

Corning (GLW:NYSE)  5/10/2002 $6.50 (2,308) $15,000 $4.17 $20,376.92 36% 

      $442,029.75  

CLOSED POSITIONS 
Company Name Date Initiated Opened Price Shares Date Closed Closed Price Closed Value % Gain/Loss 

Tellabs (TLAB:Nasdaq) 9/26/2001 $10.45 1,914 2/27/2002 $10.72 20,518.08 3% 
Rational Software  
(RATL:Nasdaq) 2/19/2002 $21.06 (949) 3/20/2002 $15.69 $25,110.19 25% 

Enterasys (ETS:NYSE)  9/26/2001 $6.38 6,270 5-Apr-02 $1.34 $8,401.25 -79% 

Comverse (CMVT:Nasdaq) 3/20/2002 $12.79 782 10-Apr-02 $12.50 $9,773.26 -2% 

Comverse (CMVT:Nasdaq) 10/8/2001 $17.71 2,259 10-Apr-02 $12.50 $28,232.64 -29% 

WorldCom (WCOM:Nasdaq) 4/10/2002 $4.77 2,096 17-Apr-02 $6.51 $13,644.96 36% 

WorldCom (WCOM:Nasdaq) 3/27/2002 $6.19 3,231 17-Apr-02 $6.51 $21,033.81 5% 

Corning (GLW:NYSE)  5/10/2002 $6.50 (2,307) 12-Jun-02 $3.87 $15,000.00 40% 

Cash      $72,035  

Total       $500,000   $505,522.20 1%
Nasdaq Telecom Index  
(^IXUT)  270.32**                    118.52  -56%
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Cody welcomes your questions on The Telecom Connection and his telecom investing strategy. 
Please email Cody with your questions at cwillard@thestreet.com. However, please remember that 
The Telecom Connection is not intended to provide personalized investment advice. DO NOT 
EMAIL CODY SEEKING PERSONALIZED INVESTMENT ADVICE, WHICH HE CANNOT PROVIDE.  
 
 
Question: Hi Cody, With regard to Rational (RATL:Nasdaq), isn't the Catapulse story over already. 
Didn’t it happen four to five quarters ago?  Why would it still affect the stock? Thanks. – B.G. 
 
Cody Willard: The Catapulse story itself happened a while ago, but I don't think the company's out of the 
woods on it yet. There are still rumblings at the Securities and Exchange Commission and possibly 
elsewhere that there will be a formal investigation, and I'd expect the stock to take a hit if it came to that. 
Additionally, business just ain't that good there.  
 
 
Question: I wrote Congressman Dennis Moore (D., Kan.) (His son works for Lucent and is a good 
friend of mine) about the Tauzin-Dingell bill asking for his support, since I believe that the 
teleconomy revolves around what the Bells do. They say if it passes it will kill the competition. I 
have a news flash for Washington ... they're already dead! 
 
Cody Willard: I think Tauzin-Dingell's dead already, but the Federal Communications Commission and 
the courts and Senate are working on other legislation that I think will make the Bells even bigger winners 
than they are already.  
 
 
Question: I was wondering if you could share some thoughts on Agere (AGR.A:Nasdaq) at $2.40, if 
you have any. I've done well in the past investing in small spinoffs -- buying as the recipients of 
the spinoff sell off their shares for lack of interest -- but frankly, I'm concerned about the state of 
Agere's business, and I'm wondering if you think they are a survivor. 
 
Cody Willard: I think Agere’s balance sheet is a wreck. And if optical doesn’t come back strong, and I 
expect optical will be the last segment of the teleconomy to come back, the company could have some 
serious liquidity crises ahead of it.   
 
 

Reader Feedback and Questions for Cody Willard 
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Legal Information 

This information is confidential and is intended only for the authorized Subscriber. Please notify us if you have 
received this document in error by telephoning 1-800-562-9571. 
  
Cody Willard is a telecommunications industry analyst and consultant and a contributor to TheStreet.com’s 
RealMoney. TheStreet.com is a publisher and has registered as an investment adviser with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  We are not a registered broker-dealer.  
 
At the time of publication, Mr. Willard will be restricted in transacting for his own benefit in securities discussed in The 
Telecom Connection in which he does not have a position at the time of publication of The Telecom Connection.  
SPECIFICALLY, MR.WILLARD MAY ENTER ORDERS TO PURCHASE OR SELL SECURITIES MENTIONED IN 
THE TELECOM CONNECTION AFTER 10:30 A.M. ET ON THE TRADING DAY FOLLOWING THE DATE ON WHICH 
THE SECURITY IS MENTIONED IN THE TELECOM CONNECTION. IF YOU ENTER ORDERS TO BUY OR SELL 
SECURITIES AFTER 10:30 A.M. ET, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT MR. WILLARD MAY HAVE PURCHASED OR SOLD 
THE SECURITY AT A PRICE MORE ADVANTAGEOUS THAN THE PRICE YOU WILL OBTAIN. For securities that 
Mr. Willard holds at the time of publication of The Telecom Connection, MR. WILLARD WILL NOT BE PERMITTED 
TO SELL THE POSITION UNTIL ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE THE SECURITY WAS LAST DISCUSSED IN THE 
TELECOM CONNECTION (OTHER THAN IN "PORTFOLIO UPDATES," HIS BIWEEKLY REVIEW OF THE MODEL 
PORTFOLIO). The Telecom Connection contains Mr. Willard’s own opinions and is provided for informational 
purposes only, and no mention of a particular security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any 
other security, or that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy is suitable for any 
specific person.  You further understand that Mr. Willard will not advise you personally concerning the nature, 
potential, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy or other 
matter. To the extent any of the information contained in The Telecom Connection may be deemed to be investment 
advice, such information is impersonal and not tailored to the investment needs of any specific person. Mr. Willard’s 
past results are not necessarily indicative of future performance. 
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Customer Service: 
Please email members@thestreet.com, or call 1-800-
562-9571 Mon. – Fri. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ET. 

Reader Feedback and Questions: 
Please email Cody directly at 
cwillard@thestreet.com. Again, please direct all 
account-related inquiries to customer service. 


